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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. This work completes the classification which was begun in the first 
paper of this series [4]l by proving the result: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Jinite group with Z(G) # o . Assume for each 
involution a in G the components of C( a are quasisimple. Assume further that t ) 
is an involution in G, A is a component of E(C( t)) with A of 2-rank 1, and sf 
K E P(G) and A is a homomorphic image of K, then K E 9*(G). Let - denote 
the natural homomorphism from G onto G/O(G). Then one of the following holds: 
(1) either Aa E(G) or 3L a component of E(G) with L # Lt and 
A = CLJt)‘, 
(2) 3x E G such that [A, Ax] = i and 3H with Inn(H) C C? C Aut(H) 
wherefor some odd q > 3 Hz S,(q), L,(q)4 $ 1 (mod S), U,(q) q + 7 (mod S), 
or G,(q) q = 0 (mod 3), 
(3) Vx E G [A, AZ] # i and Inn(H) C G C Aut(H) where for some odd 
q > 3 HLZJ%), WA Gk)t a4k) 07 ‘G(3). 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the principal results of I and [3] together 
with: 
THEOREM 2. Assume G is a finite group, G’ = G and A is a subgroup of G 
with the following properties: 
(1) A is either quasisimple of 2-rank 1 or A z SL(2, 3) 
(2) for every inaohtion a E C(A), C(a) C N(A), 
(3) t’gE G [A, A!‘] # 1. 
1 Henceforth referred to as I; result X of I is denoted by result 1.X; notation and 
definitions can be found in I. 
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Let - denote the natural homomorphism from G onto G/O(G). Then either 
A 4 G or for some odd q G e L,(q), U,(q), G,(q), 3D,(q) or M,, . 
One should note that if A is quasisimple of 2-rank 1, by I for some odd 
q > 3 A/O(A) g SL(2, q) or A, , so allowing the possibility that A E SL(2,3) 
is not inconsistent. Further, in Theorem 2 if A z SL(2,3) and B 9s G, then 
for some odd q > 3 G g L,(q), U,(q), G,(q), 3D,(q) or 3D,(3) (the latter 
group has an involution whose centralizer contains a component isomorphic 
to SL(2, 27)). 
1.2, Proof of Theorem 1 (Assuming Theorem 2) 
Let (a> = O,(A), G, = Gtrn) and assume conclusion (1) does not hold. By 
Theorem 1 of [3] and Lemma 1.3.2 A 4 E(C(x)), whence (Gi , A) satisfy the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1 with z in place of t. Furthermore, conclusion (1) 
does not hold for (G, , A). By Theorem 1 of [3] we have that either the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2 (above) or the hypothesis of Theorem I. 1 is satisfied 
by (G, , A). In either case, G1 is isomorphic to one of the simple groups listed 
in conclusions (2), (3) of Theorem 1. If Cc(Gi) has odd order, Cc(Gi) = i, 
i.e., G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(GJ as desired. So assume there 
exists an involution a E G with ii~ C&GJ. Since C,(a) covers Cc(a), C,(a) 
has a perfect normal subgroup L which covers G,; by hypothesis therefore L is 
quasisimple and so L E Y(G). Let A, be the subgroup of L such that 
A,O(G) = AO(G) and let M = AO(G). Replacing A by an M-conjugate 
if necessary, we may assume (a) = O,(A,). Notice that A = E(C,(x)) and 
1 C,(z) : A 1 is odd, so A = C,(z) cca). Thus A, C A whence A, = A, 
contradicting the hypothesis that A E Y*(G). This establishes that G is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(Gi). 
Note that with the exception of G,(q), the simple groups listed in con- 
clusion (2) of Theorem 1 each possess an element x with [A, A”] = 1. The 
two components in the centralizer of an involution in G,(q) are interchanged 
in Aut(Ga(q)) only over fields of characteristic 3 since one component is 
generated by root subgroups X,. , X_, where Y is a long root while the other is 
generated by root subgroups X, , X-, where s is a short root orthogonal to r. 
Moreover, these components are never conjugate in G,(q) itself. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 2. The tech- 
niques used here follow those in the “Sectional 2-rank < 4” paper [9] more 
closely than in I and although one can quickly reduce to when PVJ$(2) = @ , 
the use of the full weight of [9] is avoided by judicious application of Anne 
Mac Williams’ thesis [l 11. 
The short length of this paper relative to the first one in the series is 
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is explained by the fact that here we have the stronger condition that Vg E G 
[A, AQ] # 1. 
II. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
For the remainder of the paper G, A will be finite groups described by the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2. In addition, the following notation will be adopted: 
(z) = O,(A), x2 = 1, C = C(A), N = N(A), SE Syl,(N), R = S n AC, 
Q = S n A, K = S n C, ] Q / = 2”, 1 K ] = 2”. 
As was mentioned in I, for some odd q A z SL(2, q), J& , aG6, or AT6 
where the latter 3 groups are the 2-fold covering group of A, and the 6-fold 
covering groups of A, , A, respectively. It is assumed that the reader is 
familiar with the properties of Aut(A) listed in Lemmas I.2.5,1.2.6 and 1.2.7. 
LEMMA 2.1. (1) N = C(z) = N(C) = N(N). (2) rf B is any subgroup 
of A isomorphic to SL(2, 3) and either B C NQ or BQ C N, then g E N. (3) 
Assume f is an involution in N with C( f ) C N. If f” E N and fg induces an 
automorphism of field or 2, type on A, then g E N; in particular, if ZR E N for 
some g E G, then ZQ is not of jield or Z; type on A. 
Proof. Because of the hypothesis: Vg E G [A, As] # 1, these statements 
are easier to establish than the corresponding assertions of I (for (1) see 
Lemma 1.3.3 and for (2), (3) see Lemma 1.3.5) and so the details are omitted. 
Also, allowing A to be imperfect presents no additional difficulties because if 
A z SL(2, 3) and A, AQ normalize each other, by hypothesis I # [A, AQ] C 
AnAQsozEAnAQandgEC(z) = N. 
Following the development of I we again make the definition: 
r -{TQI 1 f PESy12(CsnN),gEG- N} 
If Y = o , by the Glauberman Z*-Theorem [5] G = O(G) N so 24 G. 
We assume henceforth that Y # m. 
From Lemma 2.1 and the hypothesis that for every involution a E C 
C(a) C N, it follows that Vg E G - N / C n Cg 1 is odd ie, in the notation of 
[3] C is tightly embedded in G. This basic property will force heavy restric- 
tions on the isomorphism type of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T” E F, M E Syl,(N,-r#(TQ)). Then 
(I) M=TQ~(M~C)ETTT, 
(2) if m(TQ) = 1, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C is cyclic, (gemraZixed) 
quaternion, OY dihedral. 
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Proof. Part (1) is the elementary result: Theorem 2(l) of [3]. 
To prove (2) assume T” E Y and m(T) = 1. Let M be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of NCrB(Tg); so by (1) M = To x (M n C). Let M be contained in 
M* E Syl,(CTY) and let (t) = Qr(Ts). Now because Tg E Syls(C~ n CTg), if 
x E M* n Ng, [x, To] C M* n C’g = Tg so M* n Ng C N(Tg). Also, because 
t E Co and t is the unique involution in Tg, N(Tg) C C(t) C Ng so M* n I@ = 
M* n N(Tg) = M. Thus because C(t) C NY’, C,%,,(t) = M. 
If M = M*, the lemma holds true by (1). 
Assume N,,(M) f M. Notice that because &(M) is a fourgroup and 
C,,(t) = M, j NC,,,(M): M 1 = 2. Let r E N,,(M) - M; so because 
Y $ C(t) but r E N(M n C), Tg’ n TY = 1 = (M n C) n TQ’. In particular, 
M n C is centralized by (TQ, Tg’) s Tu x Tg’ which equals M by orders. 
Thus M n C (hence also Tg) is abelian, and therefore cyclic. 
Now if Md M*, M* g Z,,-l 2 Z, so M n C is dihedral or (generalized) 
quaternion. Assume therefore that ib? $ M*. If 1 M 1 = 4, by a result of 
Suzuki (Lemma 4 of [ 121) M* is dihedral or quasidihedral and again the 
lemma holds. Finally, assume 1 Tg / > 2 and 3s E M* - N,,(M) with s 
normalizing N,,,(M). This is impossible because 1 M: M n MS 1 = 2 so 
t E MS but t does not centralize the abelian group Ms. This contradiction 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. (1) If Tg E F, m(T”) = I. (2) K s Z,, , QzVn or D,, . 
Proof. (1) Assume Tg E Y and U is a foursubgroup of Tg; observe that 
VU E Us C(U) C NJ. Since g 6 N, by Lemma 2.1(2) r,,,(A) does not contain 
X(2,3). Hence by Lemma 1.2.7 A z SL(2,q) where 4 = 3 or 5 and 
r,,,(A U) n i2 g QB (when q == 3 this last isomorphism is not discussed in I; 
it can easily be verified by the reader). In either case, because Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of N/C are dihedral, z E r,,,(A) n CJ. Thus Ag C N, so by 2.1 g E N, 
a contradiction. This proves (I), so (2) follows from Lemma 2.2(2) and the 
fact that Y f O. 
LEMMA 2.4. (1) Qn,(Z(S)) = (z) and S E Syl,(G). (2) If Tg E 7, (z”) = 
f4(Ty). 
Proof. (1) By Lemmas 1.2.5 and 1.2.6 no 2-element acting nontrivially on 
A centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of A, so Z(S) C C. By Lemmas 2.3(l) and 
2.2(l) Z(S) is cyclic and since N = C(z), (1) holds. 
In (2), since z E C(Tg) C Ng, [z, zy] = 1 so (9, TY) is a 2-subgroup of 
0 n N. By definition of T”, therefore, xg E Tg as required. 
LEMMA 2.5. If f is an involution in S - R, f does not induce an auto- 
morphism on A of field or z7 type. 
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Proof. Assume to the contrary that f induces a field or L; automorphism 
on A. The existence off immediately forces, by Lemma 1.2.5, n > 4. Since 
by 1.2.51.2.6, C,( f ) contains SL(2, 3), by Lemma 2.1 f is not conjugate in G 
to any involution in K. Now either S/R is cyclic or 3r a representative of the 
PGL* coset with r2 E R, rR containing no involutions and S/(r, R) cyclic. 
By the proof of Thompson’s transfer lemma (Lemma 5.38 of [13]) applied to 
S/R or S/(r, R), respectively, 3g E G with f” E R. We may adjust f and f” by 
conjugation in N to get that P = C,(f) and U = C,( f “) are Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of C,( f ), C,( f”) respectively. Since fQ E R but f” $ K, K $ Z, or 
Z, x Z, . Let F = Q2,(Z(P)); we want to show F = (f, z). Since the PGL* 
coset contains no involutions, / F : F n R 1 = 2. Let e EF n R#. Since e 
centralizes a quaternion subgroup of Q and since K e Z,, , Q2m or D,, , 
either z = e or K E D,, and e E K. Assume by way of contradiction that 
the latter occurs. Since e E Z(P), P n K = (z, e); so if (K) is the cyclic 
subgroup of K of order 4, R2 = a and eke = zk = fkf. Now let (a) be the 
cyclic maximal subgroup of Q so that by Lemma 1.2.5 f centralizes (a*) but 
not (a), proving fuf = as. Thus f centralizes ak but as [e, u] = 1, e does 
not-a contradiction. This establishes F = (f, z). Now f -fz (by the 
element a) but, by 2.1, f + a so P E Syl,(Co( f )) as well. Thus for some 
p E C( f ) Ug-‘r’ C P. Notice that because (f Q)g-ln = f, g-‘p 6 N. Further- 
more, .z is rooted in Uso by 1.2.5 and 2. I a g-lp induces an inner automorphism 
on A, i.e., K1” E R. 
If K is cyclic or dihedral, then K has a unique cyclic subgroup (k) of 
order 4 and every involution of R is either an involution of K or the product 
of k and an element of order 4 in Q (as k-l = kz). But all elements of order 4 
in A are conjugate in A, whence all involutions in R - K are conjugate in 
KA. Thus if K is cyclic or dihedral, since both ag-‘Y and fg are involutions 
in R - K, we would have z m f, which is false. This proves Kg Q2” . 
Now assume (2, f”) 4 S so 1 S : U j = 2. In this case, because Z(S) is 
cyclic, (~,fll) = 52,(Z( U)), hence (z,f”)g-‘J’ = F. Since .z + f we must 
have ,K1l’ = z, contrary to g-rp $ N. 
Write Q = (a, i 1 &-I = i4 = 1, i-lai = a-l, a2”-’ = i2 = z), 
K = (b,jl b P-1 =j4 = l,j-lbj = b-l, b2"-' =jz = z> 
where we may choose notation so that (if m = 3) (6) 4 S. Of course, as 
n > 4 (a) 4 S. By the previous paragraph (a, fg> # (x, a2n-3b2mm3). Since 
all elements of A of order 4 are conjugate in A and since U n Q E Syl,(C,( fQ)), 
we may choose j in such a way that f” = j$@. Thus U n R = (a, j, ibZmm3) 
with the involution ib2”-3 inverting the abelian normal subgroup (a, j) g 
Z,,-1 x Z, . This gives that R n UC sZ,( U) and because S/R is abelian 
iY,(Qr( U)) C U n R. We obtain, therefore, (a4) C U,(Qr( U)) C (a), whence 
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(x) = (u~“-~) C U,_,(L’,( 72)) C (a). E xamining P, one has that by Lemma 
1.2.5fcentralizes no element in the PGL coset of S/R so Q,(P) C (f) x (Pn R). 
Thus B,(s2,(P)) C &(P n R). Since R z Q2,,, * Qa* , O’,-,(R) is cyclic with a 
as its unique involution. Since, therefore, z is the unique involution in both 
U+,(sZ,(U)) and cTJ~-,(~~~(P)) we must have z”-lp = a, a contradiction as 
before. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.6. If Y%TJ$(S) # o, S is of type Ml,. 
Proof. Assume 3E g S with E G E, . If e E E - R, by Lemma 2.5 e 
induces a PGL automorphism on A. By Lemma 1.2.5 (z) is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of C,(e) so by Suzuki’s lemma Q(e) s QDZn+l . This is impossible 
because [e, S] C E so [e, S] contains no cyclic subgroup of order 4. Thus 
E C R. Again, since [E, R] contains no Z, , it follows that R E Q8 * Qs , any 
so, by 1.2.5 j S : R j < 2 and every involution in S - R induces a PGL 
automorphism on A. 
Now assume 3g E G with .a” E R - {z}. Set Z = (z, zg), K = (b,j), 
Q = (a, i), 20 = ab and U = C,(Z). We may assume U E Syl,(C(Z)). In 
R, z+ -zZIl and because x E C(.ag) = Ng, in Ng, .a - zzq, whence 
N(Z)/C(Z) E Z; . Let h be an element of 3-power order in N(Z) - C(Z) 
which normalizes U. Notice that U n R = (a, b, ij) with the involution ij 
inverting the abelian normal subgroup (a, b) z Z, x Z, . Hence U n R does 
not admit h and because U n R is generated by its involutions 3k E U n R 
with k2 = 1 and x = h-lkh E U - R. Thus (x)Q z QD16; and if (x)K z 
QD,, , S is of type M,, as required. If not, x either centralizes K or induces an 
inner automorphism on K. Trivial action is impossible as x centralizes ab 
but not a, so 3c E K with xc centralizing K. If c $ U, since 1 R : R n U 1 = 2 
and Q $ U, 3d E Q - U such that xcd E U. Thus with y defined as xc or xcd 
respectively, y centralizes K and y E U - R. Now since y centralizes both ab 
and b, y centralizes a. If y2 E (z), y induces a PGL automorphism of order 2 
on A whence y does not centralize any element of order 4 in A. Thus because 
y2 E R - (z) and y2 centralizes both K and (a), (y”) = (a). This is absurd 
because y4 = z so (y”)” E (ub, ubz} but no element of S has fourth power 
equal to ab or abz. 
Finally, assume Vg E G - N, as $ R. Since r # % 3g E G with .ag E S - R. 
If a+’ centralizes an element x with x2 = z, then by 1.2.5 and 2.1 z induces an 
inner automorphism on Au so zgM1 is of inner type on A, contrary to assump- 
tion. Hence, by Suzuki’s lemma Q(9) E QD,, and K(9) E QD,, so S is 
of M,, type. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Henceforth it is assumed that sP%‘V;(S) = a. To apply the main results 
of [I I] we will need the simplicity of G = G/O(G). 
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LEMMA 2.7. e is simple. 
Proof. Let H,, be a subgroup of G containing O(G) such that i7a is 
minimal normal in G. Assume by way of contradiction i # p,, # G. If 
R,, is a 2-group, because .Y%Ma(S) = m and .a $2(G), P0 g 2, x 2, _ 
This is impossible because Z(S) is cyclic and G’ = G. 
Thus R0 is a direct product of nonabelian simple groups. Let H = Hhm,“’ 
so that H = if, and His perfect. Both Rand C”,(g) are normal subgroups of 
G and R n C,(R) = i. Because Z(S) is cyclic and O(G) = I, necessarily 
C,(R) = i, that is, G is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(fT). Let S* = 
S n HE Syl,(H) and let W = Q,(Z(S*)). Because 9%‘Xa(S) = @ II’s 2, 
or Za x 2, . By Frattini’s argument G = He N(W), whence as G’ = G, 
G = H. C(Ur), moreover, because z E W, G = HN. 
If A Z H, by induction either Aa R or i? is isomorphic to one of the 
simple groups listed in the conclusion of Theorem 2. In the former case the 
factorization G = HN gives Ag G and the latter case the containment 
G _C Aut(ff) together with the equation G’ = G gives f7 = G. Both of these 
possibilities are ruled out by previous assumptions. 
Now assume first that A is quasisimple. This yields [S*, A] C H n A C 
Z(4), so [S*, A, A] = 1. Since A is perfect, the 3 subgroups lemma shows 
[S*, A] = I, i.e., S* C K. Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of H is dihedral or 
(generalized) quaternion. Because f7 is a direct product of simple groups it 
follows from the classification theorems that for some odd 4 > 3 H s L,(q) 
or A, . In any case 2 must induce inner automorphisms on R. The statements 
Aggaand C&g) =i are therefore in conflict. 
We have reduced to when A g SL(2,3) and A $ H. Because z E H, 
AH/H g A, or Z, . Furthermore, because G = HN and N/C is solvable, 
G = H Cs). As H # G, C must have dihedral or (generalized) quaternion 
Sylow 2-subgroups. In fact, from the classification of nonsolvable groups with 
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and the relation z E Z(C) one sees that K is 
necessarily (generalized) quaternion. Finally, because C covers G/H, AH/H is 
central in G/H, whereupon AH/H g Zs. In addition, for T E Syl,(A), 
N,(T) = C,(T). This last equality proves N/C c+ PGL(2, 3), that is S = R. 
Combining these facts, we have established that a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G is 
of type QEln * Q8 , from which point it is trivial by the Z*-Theorem that z is 
isolated in G. This contradicts the assumption that 2 $ G and completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
By a result of J. G. Thompson (Lemma I of [ll]) S is either of maximal 
class or has a unique normal fourgroup. In the former situation S must be 
quasidihedral (of type L,(q) 4 = 3 (mod 4)). We adopt the assumption that S 
has a unique normal foursubgroup E. The next main objective is to show that 
all involutions of E are conjugate in G. 
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LEMMA 2.8. If for some g E G, ~9 E R - {z}, then all involutions of E are 
conjugate in G. 
Proof. Assume 3g E G with .a~ E R - {a}. Let 2 = (z, 2”) and let (a), 
(6) be cyclic subgroups of maximal order in Q, K, respectively. Multiplying 
g by an element of iV if necessary we may assume U = C,(Z) E Syl,(C,(Z)). 
Certainly ZY $ K so K + 2, or 2, x 2, . More specifically, zg is necessarily 
the product of an element of order 4 in K and an element of order 4 in Q. 
Notice that for any involution i E S - {a} i - iz in N. Thus z” - .a,@ in N 
and z N zzQ in Ng so N(Z)/C(Z) g Z; . Let h be an element of 3-power order 
in N(Z) - C(Z) which normalizes U. 
Assume K is cyclic or dihedral. This means that (b) is uniquely determined. 
Also (a) is uniquely determined unless Q g Qs , in which case there are 3 
possible choices. Since S permutes these 3 subgroups under conjugation we 
may assume (a) is chosen with (a) a S. It follows by uniqueness that 
E = (z, a2”-‘b i) where (6,) is the subgroup of (b) of order 4. Now because 
all elements of order 4 in Q are conjugate in A, it follows that all involutions in 
R - K are conjugate in KA. Thus because ZQ, e E R - K and 1 S: C,(E)1 = 2 
by definition of U (and the uniqueness of E) we must have E = 2. By the 
previous paragraph the lemma is proven in this case. Consider now the 
remaining possibility that KG Qa,,, and, as above, choose notation so that (a) 
and (b) are normal in S. Observe again that because 1 S : CS(a2n-3b2m-3)/ = 2, 
E = (z, a2”-3&?m-3). 
Proceeding by way of contradiction, the previous paragraph shows E # Z. 
Assume first that / Q 1 > 16. Since all elements of order 4 in Q are conjugate 
in A, the fact that U r\ Q E Syl,(C,(Z)) forces zg = jaznm3 for some element j 
of order 4 in K. Moreover, as E # Z j $ (b). Let Q = (a, i 1 2’ = 1) and 
K = (6, j) so that U n R = (a, j, ib2”-3) with the involution ibzm-’ 
inverting the abelian normal subgroup (a, j) g Z,,-I x Z, . Since n 2 4 
and S/R is abelian, x is the unique involution in the cyclic group a,(&( U)), 
contradicting the frobenius action of h on Z. 
Thus n = 3, so by Lemma 1.2.5 A does not admit field automorphisms, i.e., 
1 S : R 1 < 2. Now R z Q2,,, * Qs so R n U has an abelian subgroup U, of 
index 2 which is inverted by some involution in R n U. Furthermore 
U, z Z,, x Z, where 7 E (2, m - l} and z is the unique involution in U, 
which is rooted in U, . Thus, because h acts frobeniously on Z, R n U does 
not admit h. In addition, because O,(R n U) = R n U but J&( U) # R n U, 
there exists an involution x E U - R; in particular x induces a PGL auto- 
morphism on A (hence an outer automorphism on Q). Furthermore, because 
7.&(S) C R, if r > 3, z is the unique involution in U,(U), contrary to the fact 
that ah # .a. Thus U, E Z, x Z, . Let a, , j be elements of order 4 in Q, K 
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respectively with z” = aij. Since x is of outer type on Q, x normalizes 
precisely 1 of the 3 2, subgroups of Q. But, by construction x centralizes 
a,j E Z and, of course, x normalizes both K and Q. Because KQ/(x) = 
K/(z) x Q/(z) it follows that x normalizes (al); so (al) = (a) and we may 
write a, = a. If (j) 9 S, that is, if j E (b), then 2 = E, against our 
assumption. We may therefore write Q = (a, i / i4 = 1) and K = (6, j) so 
that xg = aj, U = (x, U n R), U n R = (a, j, ib2m-3), U, = (a, j). Let 
b, _ ,jZmm3 and observe that by construction x normalizes (b) so 
xb,x E {b, , by1 = zb,}. 
The PGL action of x on A forces xax = az and xix E (ai). Also, because x 
centralizes uj we must have xjx = jx. It is now easy to decide that .ag is 
not rooted in U: assume u E U with u2 = ~9; since .sg is not rooted in R we 
may write II = xaej~(ib,)Y for some OL, /3, y EE; a direct computation shows 
u2 = 1 (mod (a)) contrary to the fact that zg = j (mod (a)). Since z is 
rooted in lJ, the action of h forces aQ to also be rooted in U. This contradiction 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. All involutions of E are conjugate in G. 
Proof. By the preceding lemma it suffices to show that 3g E G with 
aQ E R - {a}. Proceeding by way of contradiction, assume Vg E G - N 
ZQ $ R. Since Y # a, 3g E G with XQ E S - R. If C,(zQ) or co(zQ) contains 
an element of order 4, then z is rooted in NQ so by Lemmas 1.2.5 and 2.1 
z E AQCg. This is impossible because g-l E G - N but ,zQ-l E AC. Thus, by 
Suzuki’s lemma, Q(zQ) g QDz,L+1 . It follows also by the previous remarks 
and Lemma 2.3(l) that C,(zg) = (a), w h ence again Suzuki’s lemma gives 
K(zO) G QDzm+l or DZm+l . If 3e E E - R, by Lemma 2.5 e induces a PGL 
automorphism on A so Q(e) z QD2,,T1 . This is absurd because [E, S] C E 
so [E, S] contains no Z, subgroup. Thus E C R, which forces m 3 2. 
If K is a fourgroup, there is an involution K E K with .zQkzQ = Kz and, of 
course, gd EQ of order 4 with zgdzg = dz. This situation is impossible 
because z” centralizes kd and (kd)2 = x but a is not rooted in NV. 
Let (a) and (b) be cyclic subgroups of maximal order in Q, K respectively 
which are normal in S and let e = &-361 where (b,) is the subgroup of (6) 
of order 4. Since / S : C,(e)] = 2 and E is unique, E = (e, a). Thus because 
zQ inverts (aenm3) and (b,), ag centralizes E. 
Assume first that m > 3, that is, K Q 2,. Because K(xQ) E QDZm+l or 
D 2m+l 3x E K(zQ) such that zQa: = zgb, . Moreover, because 1 K(zQ): K / = 2 
we may choose such x in K. Similarly 3y E Q with zgu = ,zQ&-~. Hence as 
KS1 = 1, zg”‘J = .@e. Furthermore, because e is an involution in Ng, 
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e N zge in No. Thus e N z in G contrary to the assumption that Vlr E G 
ah $ R - {z]. This establishes that KS Z, . 
Suppose 1 S : R 1 > 2; so by Lemma 1.2.5 there exists a cosetfR of R in S 
of order 2 which is of field type on A. Since this coset contains projective 
(mod C) involutions, we may assume fz E (6) = K. By Lemma 2.5 fz # 1. 
Furthermore, if f” = z we may choose an element d of order 4 in C,(f) to 
get (fd)2 = 1 and, by 1.2.5, fd will induce a field automorphism on A of 
order 2. But some N-conjugate of fd lies in fR, contrary to Lemma 2.5. Thus 
(f”) = (b) and f 4 = z. W e compute, in the usual fashion, the value on f of 
the transfer V: G + N/AC. If h E G - N and 1 # h-lf9i E N for some 
01 EZ, then by assumption 9 # AC so by a previous argument 9‘ is not 
rooted in N. Hence if h E G - N and 1 # h-tfah EN for some iy ~72, 
h-lfah = zh so, by Lemma 2.1, h-lph = zg (mod AC). Thus for some u E Z 
V(f) =f(z@(modAC)so V(f)l’ ies in either the field or PGL* coset of AC 
in N, according as CT is even or odd respectively. This contradicts the basic 
assumption that G is perfect. 
We have reduced to the situation where S = (9, R), (zQ)Q g QD2n+l , 
K z Z, and K(.zY) s D, . Notice that / S : Q(zg)I = 2 and e E S - Q(z”). 
By Thompson’s transfer lemma 3h E G such that eh EQ(z”). In Q(zg), 
however, every involution is conjugate to either z or ZY, so e mG z. This 
contradicts the initial assumption that VX E G zz $ R - (z}, and so completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
In summary, by applying Theorems 1 and 2 of [ 1 l] and Theorem 1 of [lo] 
to G we obtain that one of the following holds: 
(2) G is a perfect fusion simple group (i.e., G = G, and Z(G) = 
O(G) = i) and Y$?Ja(S) # o : in which case S is of type M,, , 
(3) G is simple and S 1s of maximal class: in which case S IS of type 
L,(q) q = 3 (mod 4), 
(4) Gis simple, ~%‘JK~(S) = m and Sis not of maximal class: in which 
case S is of type L,(q) q = 1 (mod 4), G,(q) q =x f 1 (mod 8), U,(4), Jz or a,, . 
If (1) occurs, Theorem 2 is established. 
Assume case (2) arises. By Theorem A of [8] for some odd q GE G,(q), 
3D,(q), Ml2 or GL(3,2) Ei2’ where the latter group is the nonsplit extension of 
GL(3,2) by an elementary abelian group of order 8. We argue that the latter 
two cases are impossible. Let HE (Mr, , GL(3,2) . EA”} and let u be an 
involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. By Wong’s calculations 
[14], D = C,(U) is of order 26 . 3 and the isomorphism type of D is indepen- 
dent of the choice of H. If D s m we must have A E SL(2, 3). Assume 
B a D with B G SL(2, 3) and let T E Syl,(B). From Won&s conjugacy class 
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table of D it follows that 1 N,(T)] = 12. But by the Frattini argument 
D = B . N,(T) so 8 / 1 N,(T)]. This contradiction proves e * H. 
If case (3) occurs, by Theorem 3 of [I] for some odd q G g L,(q) p = 
3 (mod 4), U,(q) q = 1 (mod 4) or Mu . 
Finally, assume Case (4) arises. Since Z(S) is cyclic, s is not of type U,(4). 
If S is of type A,, , by [7] we would have N z d,, or a,, , which is impossible. 
If S is of type Jz , by [6] we would have N isomorphic to a split extension of 
A, by a group of order 32 and N2-constrained, again an impossible situation. 
Thus if (4) occurs, s is of type L3(q) q = 1 (mod 4) or G,(q) q = &1 (mod 8), 
whence by [2] and [8] respectively for some odd r e = Ls(r) Y = 1 (mod 4), 
U,(r) Y = 3 (mod 4), GZ(r) Y - +l (mod 8) or 3D,(r) r = &I (mod 8). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
One should observe that conversely, the relevant classification theorems 
employed above show that each of the simple groups listed in the conclusion 
of Theorem 2 satisfies the hypothesis of this theorem. 
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